Rubber Safety Play Products

AeroPlay is the very latest innovation in playground products to
enhance play value, stimulate imaginative play and add vibrancy to
playground environments.
FEATURES

Patented Rebound Impact
Absorption
Wide range of Colours
Expanding range of different
animal characters & objects
Iconic / Thematic Designs
Low Heat Absorbency
Maintenance Free
Highly Durable, and...
Affordable
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BENEFITS
As well as being lots of fun, Aero Play systems are designed to improve balance and gross motor skill development and
have educational benefit in terms of bringing identifiable objects in nature into the controlled play environment. Using the
Aero Cool flexible membrane coating, AeroPlay offers a wide range of coloured, theme-based activities unlike anything
else on the market. As with the full range of Aero playground products, AeroPlay is maintenance free, highly durable, heat
resistant and cost competitive in comparison with traditional playground equipment.
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APPLICATIONS
Aero Play products are suitable for a variety of play environments including Childcare, Preschool and Public Playgrounds, to add vibrancy and additional play value to
the traditionally hard and structural playground area. The play shapes are ideal for
both outdoor and indoor installation and cater for a wide range of age groups. Aero
Play shapes can be used singly or in conjugation with each other to create balance
obstacles or enhance a themed playground environment. Aero Play Shapes can also
be used in conjugation with Aero Safety Surfacing to create a vibrant and integrated
playground environment. Aero Cool coating, which can be used to enhance and
individualise the appearance is specially formulated to resist temperature extremes
and fight off ultraviolet degradation.
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AEROPLAY MATERIALS

Base System…...
All AeroPlay shapes, animals and equipment are manufactured using A1
Rubber's new patented 'Slow Rebound Protection' (SRP) raw material
composition. This composition is durable and reduces weight by up to 30%
making installations easier. It is softer than 100% composite rubber products
and has a slower rate of recovery providing far better impact attenuation
properties. Aeroplay shapes are cast in a solid colour composition so the
external finish will not scuff or rub off over time. All seams are sealed and
bonded with a tough, flexible, abrasion resistant polyurethane construction
adhesive.
Assorted Rocks

Sea Shell Seat
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Colours and Coating…..
AeroPlay rubber shapes are available in a range of solid colours, including red, blue, green and ghost gum. Aero Play Shapes can be finished
with AeroCool Coating to give them a more lively and playful appearance. (See the eyes and mouth on the Dolphin above and the full Aero
Cool finish applied to the large frog at right.) Aero Cool coating is a
heavy bodied, multi-purpose premium grade acrylic that is UV resistant,
highly durable and easy to apply.

Cork
Lizard

Large Frog decorated with Aero Cool

The Cork Alternative…..
AeroPlay animal shapes are also available in a natural looking
cork composition —perfect for nature gardens.

COMPLIANCE
AeroPlay products comply with and exceed AS1924.1-1981 Parts 1 & 2, AS2155 1982 and AS/NZS
4486:1.1997 Part 1 which together make up current Australian Standards for playground equipment. Our
range of Aero rubber softfall surfaces which are recommended for use with AeroPlay products, comply with
AS/NZS 4422.1996 for playground safety surfacing.

WARRANTY
The manufacturer warrants the owner that the protective surface will be free from manufacturing defects for a
period of 3 years provided installation is in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation specifications and
when used for the purpose which the manufacturer intended.
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